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In the aftermath of the 2011 Fukushima reactor
crisis, Japanese artists—especially manga authors—
have taken on the growing issue of atomic power.
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BOATS ATOP BUILDINGS, washed-out towns and mangled
reactor buildings are etched into our collective memory of 3.11
in Japan. But do you remember the Fukushima 50? They were
workers who stayed behind at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant after the 2011 tsunami to stabilize the reactors
amid heavy radiation and multiple explosions. Applauded in the
foreign press as altruistic versions of the samurai-like company
man, they were taken up in Japan as paragons of “hope” and
“unity,” major media slogans at the time.
But as skeptics quickly pointed out, the Fukushima 50, and
especially the large crews that took over later, were mostly subcontracted laborers, not salaried Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO) employees. Since the 1970s, such outsourcing has been
essential to the running of nuclear plants, bringing in thousands of
disposable hands to clean and repair the plants for periodic inspections. Particularly until the ’90s, poor working conditions made these
workers central to arguments against nuclear power. Their daily
exposure to high amounts of radiation, their lack of health benefits,
their tenuous and short-term contracts, and their low pay—with
as much as two thirds eaten up by middlemen—gave the lie to
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industry claims of conscientiousness. Against official PR portraying nuclear energy as “clean and safe,” these workers offered living
testimony that the industry is dirty even when not malfunctioning.
They revealed how, despite promises of a bright future for all, nuclear
power fostered some of the worst labor practices in Japan.
Nuclear plant workers, even today, though their work conditions have improved substantially, are often called hibaku rōdōsha, or
“irradiated laborers.” It’s a politically loaded term in Japanese, since
hibaku (“subject to exposure”) is pronounced the same as the word
meaning “subject to explosion,” which is used for the victims of the
WWII atomic bombings. Fukushima, however, is not Hiroshima
or Nagasaki. Another term, genpatsu jipushii (“nuclear gypsy”),
introduced in the late ’70s though now in disuse, better captures
the social discrimination underlying nuclear power’s growth. Plants
were built in poor rural regions, where lack of employment options
guaranteed a standing reserve of cheap labor for maintenance tasks,
and where low population density meant limited opposition to the
transformation of localities into high-risk industrial zones.
As soon as Japanese artists began making work in response
to the 2011 meltdown, gas masks and hazmat suits—the uniform
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in front of the exploded No. 3 reactor, as if TEPCO were guilty of
nothing more serious than a sports foul. Destiny’s Child (2011), later
adapted for various exhibitions using a mannequin, was originally a
sand sculpture of a child playing in a sandbox in the vicinity of the
plant, wearing a mask and radiation suit. It also, like Yanobe’s work,
demonstrates how easily post-Fukushima iconography slipped,
through the medium of hazmat gear, from plant workers to a generalized imagery of radiation-age citizenry.

Kenji Yanobe:
Sun Child, 2011,
f iber-reinforced
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approx. 20 by
16 by 9 feet.

of nuclear plant workers—appeared frequently as a motif. Some
of these pieces riff on mainstream pep talk, like Kenji Yanobe’s
Sun Child (2011), an androgynous, cartoony, 20-foot-tall fiberglass
figure, clothed in an anti-radiation space suit. Despite bruises and
Band-Aids on his/her face, the Sun Child peers starry-eyed into
the distance, in a kitschy posture of forward-looking “hope.”
Other works address anxieties about radioactive contamination, like the anonymous Finger-Pointing Man. This creepy video,
released on the Internet in August 2011, shows a person in a mask
and Tyvek coveralls, with the Fukushima Daiichi facility in the
background, pointing menacingly into one of the plant’s surveillance cameras. Was he accusing the people in charge of the damaged facility? Or was he, as artist Kōta Takeuchi (who worked at
the plant at the time and may well be the finger-pointer himself )
has proposed, “challenging us to realize that people working at the
plant and those watching the monitor were really no different”?1
The guerrilla troupe Chim-Pom, meanwhile, donned anticontamination gear for black humor. Their movie Real Times
(shot in April 2011) culminates with two members of the group
standing on an outlook in view of the reactors, dressed up in masks
and hazmat suits and waving a handmade Japanese flag whose
rising sun resembles a radiation symbol. To create the image Red
Card (2011), one member joined the plant’s clean-up crew and
had himself photographed holding up a soccer referee’s red card
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WHILE CHIM-POM has focused its activities near the Daiichi
Power Plant, culminating with the recent “Don’t Follow the Wind”
(2015), a co-curated group exhibition inside the Fukushima exclusion
zone, the general tendency of artists has been to conceive of irradiation
as a nationwide and potentially humanity-wide problem. Either way,
the class factor of nuclear society—a primary lesson of the literature
on “nuclear gypsies” and rural geographical discrimination—is hardly
to be found in Japanese contemporary art. It was strongly evident,
however, in the historical archive that burst open after the meltdown,
resulting in exhibitions, screenings and publications that explored
Japan’s conflicted history with the atom. New editions of investigative
journalism and photobooks first produced between the 1970s and the
’90s proliferated. Manga, too, stepped into the spotlight.
In August 2011, Asahi Shimbun Publications released Fukushima
Reactor Underworld, a reformatted edition of an exposé written in
1979 for the pictorial weekly Asahi Graph by journalist Kunio Horie,
who coined the term “nuclear gypsy” after working undercover as a
plant laborer. Horie’s essay, originally titled “Wanderers of the Pipe
Forest,” focuses on the dangerous and oppressive work situation at the
Fukushima Daiichi facility, where safety regulations were frequently
stretched. The accompanying illustrations are by Shigeru Mizuki, a
manga author with a background in surrealistic horror comics, who is
known to nearly everyone in Japan as the creator of the ghost-hunting
character Kitarō. Mizuki maximizes expressions of worker fear and
alienation, and makes the plant’s interior look like something out of the
film Alien (also from 1979). However, the reissue, subtitled “The Reality
of Subcontracted Nuclear Labor,” offers only a muted truth. It reprints
Horie’s verbal description of a young worker having hung himself
for unknown reasons but fails to include Mizuki’s image of the same,
which shows the man dangling by his neck from the reactor’s pipes.
In October 2011, the publisher Seirinkōgeisha, a bastion of
alternative manga, issued Deep Sea Fish, a collection of stories by
cartoonist Susumu Katsumata, who had the curious distinction
of rising within the world of literary comics in the late 1960s and
’70s while studying toward a graduate degree in nuclear physics.
Although most of Katsumata’s stories reflect modern folktaleembroidered life in his home region of Tohoku (the area most
disastrously affected by the tsunami and the meltdown), the title
story, originally published in 1984, offers a fictional snapshot of
nuclear plant workers. Employing a quasi-documentary mode,
Katsumata describes their jobs in detail—the tedious preparation
required before they enter control areas, the carelessness of safety
measures, the employer’s desperation to cover up accidents—thus
creating intimate portraits of vulnerability and loneliness. The title
story ends with one worker passed out in his hotel room with a
porn video on, his back covered in cherry-blossom-shaped marks
that look like hickies but are actually radiation spots.
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Page from Susumu
Katsumata’s manga
story “Deep Sea
Fish,” originally
published in Comic
Baku, December
1984. Courtesy
Yoshiko Katsumata.
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“It’s lonely, like being on the bottom of the sea,” says a worker
in “Devil Fish (Octopus),” 1989, another story in the same collection. The page shows workers wiping up radioactive spills and
tightening bolts beneath a hulking feedwater tank with flaring tentacles. A loud roar traverses the panel, while visualized radioactive
particles surround the crew members. A few pages later, a senior
laborer slips and falls from a ladder while repairing pipes attached
to the core. Unable to breathe, he removes his mask, exposing his
body to radiation. As coworkers move him to safety, they face a
problem: everyone must pass through a hand and foot monitor
before leaving the building. To remove particles caught in a bloody
gash, the man’s head has to be scrubbed repeatedly. A supervisor
refuses to call an ambulance, for fear of bad publicity. Instead the
injured man is snuck through a loading dock and taken to the
hospital by taxi. “We’re no better than cargo,” reflects a coworker.
The present-day corollary of these “nuclear gypsy” works is
Kazuto Tatsuta’s best-selling manga 1F: A Record of Working at the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant. Based on the author’s experiences
as a clean-up and construction worker at 1F (Ichi Efu, as Fukushima Daiichi is called by insiders) during the second half of 2012
and for a short stint in 2014, the manga ran intermittently between
October 2013 and October 2015 in the comics magazine Morning,
which has a weekly print run of nearly 300,000.
While there has been no lack of photographs and worker
diaries narrating activities at the meltdown site, Tatsuta’s 1F has
been perhaps the most accessible, one-stop source revealing what is
involved in working there. The final chapters about robot labor in
the reactor buildings are particularly fascinating. Early sections of
1F, however, suffered from an overload of trivial information. While
learning about the early morning commute to the plant, about which
type of protective clothing has to be put on at which checkpoints,
about the variety of masks and gloves available and about what is
where inside the rest areas, the average reader was likely to lose sight
of the real issues—how to counteract nuclear disaster and how to
ensure tolerably safe conditions for the clean-up crews.
Unlike most people writing about “irradiated labor,” Tatsuta
declares himself to be proudly without political objective. He states
in 1F that he was motivated to seek a job at the plant by “the high
pay, curiosity, and also a tiny sense of duty to help the disaster area.”
He frequently downplays the dangers of radiation, while suggesting that the antinuclear movement exaggerates the threat of contamination. “If there really was some hidden truth in Fukushima,
well, then, they should go and find it for themselves,” he gripes, as
if entrance into the plant guaranteed access to industry secrets.
One appreciates Tatsuta’s desire to avoid sensationalism, yet it’s
easy to see how this discretion plays into conservative hands. Most
authors dealing with “irradiated labor” have been motivated by a
strong sense of environmental and social justice. They detail the
minutiae of plant labor and radiation doses to highlight wider patterns of inhumane treatment within Japanese industrial capitalism.
Tatsuta glosses over such concerns in a few pages, dispatching even
the exploitative subcontracting system with the comment, “I was
just thankful to get a job at 1F.” While Tatsuta hints here and there
that TEPCO has acted less than responsibly, the main message
of 1F is the unassailable dignity of hard work. Post-meltdown, his
manga is the kindest response the nuclear industry can hope for.

Tatsuta does not seem to be pronuclear per se. But by insulating the plant workers from politicization, he has functionally
pitted himself against unions and activists who, like the “nuclear
gypsy” reporters of yore, see the end of nuclear power as the only
real solution to the “irradiated labor” problem. The last chapters
of 1F emphasize improved conditions at the Daiichi facility,
reportedly to the extent that exposure is a limited concern even
for workers near the reactor buildings. Nonetheless, with Japan
restarting a number of its reactors and dismantling old ones,
with the ongoing decontamination efforts in Fukushima and the
eternal problem of nuclear waste storage, the number of hibakusha will only increase.
1. Kōta Takeuchi, interview with Hiroyuki Higuchi, “Genpatsu rōdō mondai to ano
jiken o kataru,” Shūkan kinyōbi, Dec. 23, 2011, p. 33. My translation.
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